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Disclaimer

 
All services and content of QuizOver.com are provided under QuizOver.com terms of use on an "as is" basis,

without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranties that the provided

services and content are free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

 
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the provided services and content is with you.

 
In no event shall QuizOver.com be liable for any damages whatsoever arising out of or in connection with the use

or performance of the services.

 
Should any provided services and content prove defective in any respect, you (not the initial developer, author or

any other contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 
This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of these "terms of use".

 
No use of any services and content of QuizOver.com is authorized hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 
The detailed and up to date "terms of use" of QuizOver.com can be found under:

 
http://www.QuizOver.com/public/termsOfUse.xhtml
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Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)

 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/

 
You are free to:

 
Share: copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

 
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

 
Under the following terms:

 
Attribution: You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You

may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

 
NonCommercial: You may not use the material for commercial purposes.

 
NoDerivatives: If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may not distribute the modified material.

 
No additional restrictions: You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others

from doing anything the license permits.
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4. Chapter: Unit 06: The 'Return to Order' in France, Germany, and the United States

 

1. Unit 06: The 'Return to Order' in France, Germany, and the United States Questions
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4.1.1. Name a hard-edged style used by American artists in which geometric...

 

Name a hard-edged style used by American artists in which geometric forms and flat colors are used to depict the

human-made environment.

 
Precisionism is a hard-edged style used by American artists in which geometric forms and flat colors are used

to depict the human-made environment.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Name a hard-edged style used by American Rebecca Butterfield @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/name-a-hard-edged-style-used-by-american-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylva?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/name-a-hard-edged-style-used-by-american-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylva?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/name-a-hard-edged-style-used-by-american-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylva?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/name-a-hard-edged-style-used-by-american-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylva?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/name-a-hard-edged-style-used-by-american-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylva?pdf=3044
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4.1.2. What name was given to the work of French artists who sought to att...

 

What name was given to the work of French artists who sought to attain the same classical balance, order, and

harmony in their work that was seen in classical works of art?

 
Purism refers to the work of French artists who sought to attain the same classical balance, order, and

harmony in their work that was seen in classical works of art.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What name was given to the work of French Rebecca @Pennsylvania Art

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-what-name-was-given-to-the-work-of-french-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-what-name-was-given-to-the-work-of-french-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/question-what-name-was-given-to-the-work-of-french-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-what-name-was-given-to-the-work-of-french-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-what-name-was-given-to-the-work-of-french-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
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4.1.3. Which movement favored particularly American themes and subjects, u...

 

Which movement favored particularly American themes and subjects, usually those associated with rural life?

 
Regionalism favored particularly American themes and subjects, usually those associated with rural life.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which movement favored particularly American Rebecca @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-movement-favored-particularly-american-rebecca-pennsylv?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-movement-favored-particularly-american-rebecca-pennsylv?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/question-which-movement-favored-particularly-american-rebecca-pennsylv?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-movement-favored-particularly-american-rebecca-pennsylv?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-movement-favored-particularly-american-rebecca-pennsylv?pdf=3044
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4.1.4. Which movement focused on depictions of American cities and their i...

 

Which movement focused on depictions of American cities and their inhabitants?

 
Urban Realism describes works that focused on American cities and their inhabitants.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which movement focused on depictions of Rebecca Butterfield @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/which-movement-focused-on-depictions-of-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/which-movement-focused-on-depictions-of-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/which-movement-focused-on-depictions-of-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/which-movement-focused-on-depictions-of-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/which-movement-focused-on-depictions-of-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
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4.1.5. In his 'Towards a New Architecture', Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (kno...

 

In his 'Towards a New Architecture', Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (known as Le Corbusier), emphasized which of

the following values:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Simplicity, clarity, and logical analysis

Honesty, authenticity, and creativity

Dynamism, movement, and fragmentation

Formalism, austerity, and rejuvenation

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: In his 'Towards a New Architecture' Charles Rebecca @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-in-his-towards-a-new-architecture-charles-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-in-his-towards-a-new-architecture-charles-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/question-in-his-towards-a-new-architecture-charles-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-in-his-towards-a-new-architecture-charles-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-in-his-towards-a-new-architecture-charles-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
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4.1.6. The Armory Show of 1913 was significant because:

 

The Armory Show of 1913 was significant because:

 
Please choose only one answer: 

it introduced modern European art styles to a broad American public.

it encouraged American artists to experiment with abstraction.

it included paintings and photographs but no sculptures.

Both A and B

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The Armory Show of 1913 was significant Rebecca Butterfield @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/the-armory-show-of-1913-was-significant-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/the-armory-show-of-1913-was-significant-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/the-armory-show-of-1913-was-significant-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/the-armory-show-of-1913-was-significant-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/the-armory-show-of-1913-was-significant-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvan?pdf=3044
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4.1.7. The New Objectivity in Germany favored which of the following?

 

The New Objectivity in Germany favored which of the following?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Portraits of political figures and celebrities that were often satirical

Depictions of industrial landscapes that celebrated technology

Still lifes of fruit and flowers that emphasized natural beauty

Abstract sculptures in industrial materials

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The New Objectivity in Germany favored Rebecca Butterfield @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/the-new-objectivity-in-germany-favored-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/the-new-objectivity-in-germany-favored-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/the-new-objectivity-in-germany-favored-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/the-new-objectivity-in-germany-favored-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/the-new-objectivity-in-germany-favored-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
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4.1.8. Which of the following best describes Fernand Leger's 1919 painting...

 

Which of the following best describes Fernand Leger's 1919 painting, 'The City'?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

It is an accurate and naturalistic depiction of Paris.

It conveys the dynamism and energy of any city in the modern industrial age.

It is an example of American Urban Realist painting.

It was painted by a teacher at The Bauhaus School.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which of the following best describes Rebecca Butterfield @Pennsylvania

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/which-of-the-following-best-describes-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvania?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/which-of-the-following-best-describes-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvania?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/which-of-the-following-best-describes-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvania?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/which-of-the-following-best-describes-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvania?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/which-of-the-following-best-describes-rebecca-butterfield-pennsylvania?pdf=3044
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4.1.9. Which of the following best describes the paintings of Edward Hopper?

 

Which of the following best describes the paintings of Edward Hopper?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The deserted or sparsely populated environments convey a sense of melancholy, solitude, or alienation.

They evoke the dynamic energy of life in American cities.

They celebrate the destruction of old forms of architecture and the creation of new ones in the United States.

They were used to encourage Americans to vacation in the United States rather than in Europe.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which of the following best describes the Rebecca @Pennsylvania Art

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pennsylvani?pdf=3044
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4.1.10. Which of the following best describes the program of The Bauhaus?

 

Which of the following best describes the program of The Bauhaus?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Only architecture would be taught at The Bauhaus.

The fine arts should be used in order to improve the quality of industrially produced goods.

The program was designed largely by Le Corbusier.

The fine arts such as painting and sculpture were irrelevant to modern life and should no longer be taught.

 
 

Author: Rebecca Butterfield

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which of the following best describes the Rebecca @Pennsylvania Art

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pen-1663720?pdf=3044

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pen-1663720?pdf=3044

http://www.quizover.com/user/profile/rebecca.butterfield
http://www.quizover.com/pdf/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pen-1663720?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pen-1663720?pdf=3044
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-which-of-the-following-best-describes-the-rebecca-pen-1663720?pdf=3044
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